
The mv Connection?, a group of individuals including scientists and lay-peo
ple, announced on 12th October 1992 ,that it will make its position paper, The 
AIDS Crisis: The Other Side, available to the public. The position paper 

presents an objective, do.cumented and referenced history and overview of the dom
inant, publicly accepted theory that HIV is the sole and direct cause of AIDS. 

The group was formed by Ed Vargas in 1992, for the purpose of providing factu
al and documented information on HIV and AIDS that is not distributed 'by the 
AIDS establishment. Today the group consists of people from all AIDS-affected 
communities and is focusing on educating the media, policy makers, people with 
AIDS and people with HIV. 

By distributing The AIDS Crisis.- The Other Side, the group hopes to initiate a 
reassessment of the curreot mv-AIDS hypothesis. The group hopes that this 
reassessment will lead to. a more productive AIDS hypothesis in terms of public 
health benefits including AIDS prevention, treatment and prediction of the course 
of the epidemic. 

THE AIDS CRISIS: THE OTHER SIDE 

In April 1984, US Heal~h and Human Services Secretary Margaret Heckler 
announced to the world! at a press conference that an American scientist, Dr Robert 
Gallo, nad discove..red the "probable cause" of Acquired Immune Deficiency 
Syndrome (ALDS)-the retrovirus subsequently named Human Immunodeficiency 
Virus (HIV). 

Since this announcement, the AIDS epidemic and Gur understanding of it has 
!been fought on a politicised landscape. Margaret HeckleF, a politician, made this 
announcement before one single American study on HIV had been published. In 
addition, no discussion, review or debatc of its merits occurred in any medical or 
scientific journals. This process of science by press release violated conventionaJ! 
scientific procedures and customs. 

The political decision ItO credit Gallo with the discovery of HI V failed since sub
sequent investigations have established thilt HIV was discovered in 1983 by Dr Luc 
Montagnier of France, who sent a sample of his discovery to Gilllo.* The retro
virus Gallo claimed to nave discovered was the same retrovirus he had received 
from MOlltagnier. 1 

Immediately following Heckler's announcement, Gallo published four articles in 
Science (May 1984) that showed correlations between HIV and AIDS. These arti
cles, which are the basis for the current hypothesis that HIV is the sole and direct 
eause of AIDS, were proved fraudulent on many counts critical to their scientific 
validity by recent investigations conducted by the National Institutes of Health and 
the National Academy of Sciences.2 

Since the April 1984 news conference, there has not been a single scientific 
research publication that purports to prove that HIV causes AIDS. In add-ition, 
there's been a lack of discussion and debate both outside and within the scientific 
community specifically addressing the contradictions and! inconsistencies with the 
current HIV-AIDS hypothesis and the epidemiological research on which it is 
based. To compound this, the current mY-AIDS hypothesis has been entirely 
unproductive ,in terms of public health benefits, including AIDS prevention, treat
ment, and even in predicting the course of the disease within each individual or the 
course of the epidemic within the general population. 
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The following doelJlment is an overview of the viral and becom_es paralysed. A vaceffie like the Salk or Sabin polio 
epidemiological cOJltradictions and inconsistencies of the c.ur vaccines stimulates the body to produce antibodies which 
rent HlV-AIIDS hypothesis which have not been specifically nelltralise the virus and thus prevent disease. The presence of 
addressed by our AIDS establishment. antibodies, especially if live virus is absent or is present in 

This document hopes to show that the American govern low quantities, indicates that the body's immune system has 
ment and scientific community need to seriously reassess the succeeded in controlling ~he  virus, thus preventing disease. 
current HIV-AIDS hypothesis and their AIDS research priori Shortly after HIV infects the body the virus multiplies 
ties. We hope this reassessment willlcad to a more produc rapidly, sometimes causing flu-like symptoms.· Thereafter, 
tive AIDS hypothesis and investigations of other factors the immune system goes to work producing antibodies which 
and/or causes of AIDS with or without HIV as a factor. virtually eliminate the virus. Only very low levels of the live 

HIV remain-so row they can only be detecJed with great HIV-AIDS HYPOTHESIS difficulty by advanced PCR techniques-but antibodies per
The CIilffent HIV-AIDS hypothesis states that the retro sist and arc readily detectable. Presence of antibodies to HIV 

virus,** mv, infects and kilils CD4 and T-cells. Depletion of (HIV+) in the blood has become a prerequisite for AIDS. 
these T-cells in the body is 0ne of the hallmark conditions in But longstanding principles of virology13 hold that when anti
People With AIDS (PWAs) and results in a weakened OOdies are present from any virus or retrovirus, this indicates 
immune system, leaving the body susceptible to one or more that the immune system has rendered the virus !harmless 'and 
of the 25 previously known diseases grouped together in a the body is protected from further symptoms or disease. This 
syndrome called AIDS. is tAe principle of antiviral vaccination. A positive antibody 

In the last eight or so years of intensive HIV research, it test to HIV is the current clinical indicatOF for AIDS. There 
has been proven that only 1 in 1'0,000 T-cells arc actively is no scientific precedent for an anti-viral antibody forecast
infected with HIV,l even using the newl,y advanced technique ing a viral disease. 
of detection called PCR.*** This degree of T-cell loss is EPIDEMIOLOGtCAl EVIDENCE 
equivalent to iosing a drop of biood a day. Anyone could 
afford to lose this quamtity without developing any symp
toms. The ongoing questio.n in the scientific community is: 
What is killing the billions of T-cells and depicting other 
ceIls in the immune system such 
as Natural Killer (NK) cells, seen 
in PWAs, if HIV is not solely 
responsible? 

Even though we don't know the 
e:kact mechanisms by which 
viruses cause disease, the current 
mv-AIDS hypothesis claims that 
mv lies dormant in these T-cells 
for up to i5 years. Then, by way 
of some unknown mechanism, 
HIV is aetivatedl to destroy addi
tional T-cells. This latency period 
is unexplainable by the scientific 
community since no known virus 
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diets other long-established principles of virology.ll 
In spite of its political notoriety, HI V is scientifically a run

of-the-mill retrovirus. It is geneticaLly so similar to olher 
non-pathogenic retroviruses that no one within rthe scientific 
community can explain or show that mv exhibits any char~  

acteristics that would distinguish i~  frum any of the other 
retroviruses.· There are approximatdy 100 retroviruses in the 
human germ line. Afiter mOFe than 20 years of intensive 
research on retroviruses (Nixon's War on Cancer), none has 
ever proven to cause disease: To date, there has been n.o sci
entif!.e evidence that explains why this retrovirus should be an 
exception. 

HIV VIRUS vs ANTIBODIES TO HIV 

The primary function of any virus or retrovirus is to repli
cate itself in the cells Df a host organism, such as a human 
body. Some viruses, like those responsible for polio and 
hepatitis, kill cells in the process and thus cause disease. If 
uhe polio virus kills sufficient neurons, the human host (body) 
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year by the US government alone. This money is devoted 
almost solely to projects based on an unproven and so far 
entirely unproductive hypothesis with mounting inconsisten
cies and contradictions. Specifically, most of the research 
dollars are spent on vaccines and anti-virals which may be of 
little value considering: 

a) antibodies to HIV have already vaccinated the blood of 
PWAs; and 

b) such minuscule amounts of HIV are found in the blood 
of PWAs th-at anti-virals would have little efficacy. 

In consideration of the eviden'ce pres-en ted, The HIV 
Connection? calls on our AIDS establishment to immediately 

~,~,,~_~_~~~_~'_'-~N'~~--~-_~_~:-_-~- =:-_:=_~ ~,'~_~~_;.,,_~-_~~:~,,_~: ~ ~~~s~~~~s~~e ~~~ret~t  ~~~~~;~~.__ __~~~~,,::,,:~._~.:J 

research into other possible causes 
of AIDS. The group hopes this 
reassessment will lead to _a~more  

productive AIDS hypothesis in 
terms of public health benefits, 
including AIDS prevention, treat
ment and prediction of the course of 
the epidemic within the population 
at large and the course of illness 
within each individual. 

(Reprinted with pennissjon from 
Australasian Health and Healing 
(vol. 13, no. 2, February-April 
1994), PO Box 206, Kingscliff 
NSW 2487, Austra'lia; phone (066) 
74 2407. Originally published in 

Ithe Townsend Letter for Doctors (April 1993 edition), 911 
Tyler Street, Port Townsend, WA 98368-6541, USA; phone 
(206) 385 6021. 

IFOOTNOTES� 
*Teehnically, Gallo has been partially credited with the discovery of HIV but� 
the French/American agreement to split the profits and r.ecognition stiU remains,� 
against the will of the French government.� 
.. Retroviruses are a subsct of viruses. Essentially they are very similar, ex.-cept� 
in replication process, viruses convert DNA to RN A. Retroviruses are the oppo�
site in that they convert RNA to DNA,� 
..*PeR is Polymerase Chain Reaction, a method of amplification. It is the bio�
chemical equivalent of finding a needle in a haystack:.� 
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*For copies of these five articles, send USD$1.45 in� 
US' postage (five 29c stamps) to The HIV� 
Connection?� 

RELATED ORGANISATIONS 
CUTe Now, PO Box 29386, Los Angeles, CA 90028,� 
USA. Contact Jerry Tarranova, phone (213) 6.60 7563.� 
Quartqly bulletin, USD$4.00.� 
Project AIDS ln1ernaliO"luu, 8033 Sunset Blvd, Suite� 
2640, Los Angeles, CA, USA. Phone (213) 4673352.� 
The Croup for the Scientific Reappraisal of the 
H/V/AIDS Hypothesis. COlltact Cjlarles Thomas, phone 
(619) 272 3.884. Relhin/dng AIDS quarterly bulletin,� 
2040 Polk Street, Suite 321, San Francisco, CA 94109,� 
USA.� 
The Strecker Croup, 1501 Colorado Blvd, Los Angeles,� 
CA 90041, USA. Phone (213) 344 8039, fax (213) 254� 
8734.� 
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